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Abstract

Online sponsored search has emerged as a dominant business model for majority of search engines and as a popular advertising mechanism for online retailers. However, sponsored search advertising is being negatively impacted by click fraud which involves the intentional clicking on sponsored links with the purpose of gaining undue monetary returns for the search engine or harming a particular advertiser by depleting its advertising budget. While search engines tend to compensate advertisers to an extent for click frauds, it still leaves an element of uncertainty in the minds of advertisers whether search engine is being faithful in reporting the click fraud numbers. Armed with additional data available from third party click fraud audit companies, advertisers may have more reasons to suspect click fraud numbers reported by search engines if there is a discrepancy between the numbers reported by two sources (search engines and third party click fraud audit companies). While the phenomenon of click fraud has been acknowledged to exist, its effect on sponsored search advertisers’ trust and their decision to advertise with a particular search engine has not been given sufficient attention in the literature. As an initial step, in this research in progress study, we develop a theoretical model to examine the effect of click fraud on advertiser’s trust in search engine and its subsequent impact on advertiser’s decision to adjust advertising spend for different search engines. In this paper, we also outline the proposed experimental design to validate the theoretical model subsequently in future. Broadly, the research suggests that sponsored search advertisers are likely to adjust their advertising spend based on level of trust they have in search engine, click fraud numbers discrepancy, and return on investment obtained from advertising on that particular search engine.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In online sponsored search (also known as “paid search” or “pay-for-placement” or “keyword”) markets, firms compete to be listed on top of search results generated in response to a user’s query (keyword search) in search engines such as Google and Yahoo!. Sponsored search markets have evolved to become the dominant mechanism for customer acquisition online, with firms reallocating significant portions of their advertising budgets from traditional media to online sponsored search. In 2005, for instance, sponsored search accounted for more than 40% of the total online advertising dollars spent by companies in the United States (Markoff and Ives 2005).

Online sponsored search markets differ from traditional advertising formats in a number of important ways. First, these markets are highly competitive; the intensity of competition being reflected in the staggering costs for the top slots for several product-keywords. Second, firms are willing to incur these costs because sponsored search markets allow them to precisely target consumers that are actively searching for specific products or services. Finally, online sponsored search markets use a pay-per-click pricing mechanism in contrast to most traditional advertising formats that adopt a lump-sum pay-per-exposure pricing mechanism. This paves the way for numerous smaller, less-established, firms to compete with their larger, well-established counterparts, diminishing the role of brand name as the key differentiating factor, and further intensifying competition for the top slots.

However, recently, click fraud, a kind of advertising fraud, is becoming a cause of concern to sponsored search advertisers (Delaney 2007; Noonan 2007; SEMPO 2007). Click fraud in context of sponsored search advertising refers to an intentional act where sponsored links of the advertisers are clicked so that it might result in monetary returns for the search engine or might harm a particular advertiser by depleting its advertising budget. In the sponsored search market, three entities are involved: search engines, advertisers, and potential customers. Customers click on the sponsored advertisement links that show up when they search for a particular product or service using a search engine. Advertisers are billed based on the number of clicks made on their sponsored link by potential customers. If these clicks are made fraudulently with no intention to buy or interest in advertiser’s products or services, advertisers could end up paying for the fraudulent clicks with no direct benefit to them. These fraudulent clicks can have significant negative impact on the advertising budget of an advertiser. According to a recent survey, the overall click fraud rate has grown to 17% in 2008 (Click Forensics, 2008).

The sponsored search advertisers have to rely on click fraud numbers reported by search engines because many of them lack adequate mechanisms and expertise to track click fraud. The other alternative available to advertisers is to engage the services of an independent click fraud audit company. While getting click fraud numbers audited by an independent audit company is beneficial, this alternative is not without limitations. One, it could be expensive and second, search engines may not compensate the advertiser based on the click fraud numbers reported by the independent click fraud audit company in case audit company reports higher click fraud.

While search engines usually compensate the advertisers for fraudulent clicks, such compensation is based on the fraudulent clicks tracked by the search engine. Reporting and compensating for fraudulent clicks present a paradoxical situation for search engines. A search engine stands to gain financially if it does not report fraudulent click numbers honestly. At the same time, it is not in the interest of the search engine to hide the fraudulent clicks because advertising spend is likely to be influenced if advertisers perceive that search engine is not acting in their best interest. There have been reports where search engines have tried to downplay the issue of click fraud and have been perceived to be reporting lower click fraud numbers than actually perceived to exist (Click Quality Team 2006). This situation is made more complicated by the fact that there is usually a significant divergence in the click fraud numbers reported by search engines.
and those reported by third party click fraud audit companies such as Click Forensics (Mills 2006). From a sponsored search advertiser’s perspective, discrepancy in the click fraud number reported by search engines and those reported by independent click fraud audit companies is likely to either enhance (in case of positive deviation) or reduce (in case of negative deviation) the trust in search engine’s integrity. Therefore, click fraud has the potential to destroy the trust between online advertisers and publisher networks including the search engines.

With the growing sponsored search market, it is important to understand how the phenomenon of click fraud influences the trust relationship between search engine and the sponsored search advertiser and subsequent decision of a sponsored search advertiser to adjust his/her advertising spend with a particular search engine. While the phenomenon of click fraud has been acknowledged to exist (IAB Press Release 2007), its effect on sponsored search advertisers’ trust and their decision to advertise with a particular search engine has not been given sufficient attention in the literature.

In this research in progress study, our objective is to develop a theoretical model that examine the effect of two factors, click fraud discrepancy and level of trust a sponsored search advertiser has in a search engine, on the advertiser’s decision to adjust advertising spend. This research contributes to literature on sponsored search advertising in many ways. First, to the best of our knowledge, despite the increasing number of click frauds, there is no published study analyzing the effect of click fraud on the level of trust a sponsored search advertiser has in a search engine, and its subsequent impact on advertising decision. We contribute to the sponsored search advertising by building a theoretical model that analyzes trust relationship between sponsored search advertisers and the search engines. Second, by conceptualizing trust as a multi-dimensional construct based on current literature, this study helps search engines to develop interventions to address specific aspects of trusts to strengthen their relationship with sponsored search advertisers. Finally, this research is likely to open up avenues for further research by incorporating additional antecedents of trust and their effect on advertising decisions.

In the next section, we review the literature on online sponsored search advertising and click fraud. We then develop the theoretical model followed by outline of the proposed research methodology. We conclude the paper by discussing the next steps in validating the proposed theoretical model.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

Current research in sponsored search field predominantly adopts an auctions perspective to examine the interaction between the search intermediary who conducts the sponsored search auction and sellers who bid in these auctions. Researchers have focused on designing better rank/position allocation mechanisms from the perspective of the search intermediary (Aggarwal et al. 2006; Asdemir 2006; Edelman et al. forthcoming; Feng et al. forthcoming; Lahaie 2006; Varian forthcoming), identified optimal bidding strategies from the perspective of sellers (Borgs et al. 2006; Kitts and Leblanc 2004; Rusmevichientong and Williamson 2006), and examined the market dynamics that result from these sponsored search auctions (Animesh et al. 2006; Edelman and Ostrovsky forthcoming). However, limited research has taken a trust perspective and examined the trust issues related to search intermediary in the context of sponsored search. Recently, researchers have examined the consumers’ trust in sponsored search results and its impact on consumer behavior (Jansen and Resnick 2005). In this paper, we suggest that trust in search intermediary also plays an important role in advertiser’s budget allocation decisions due to the concerns related to click fraud and develop a model to understand the impact of information inconsistency about click fraud on advertiser’s advertisement allocation decision.

Click fraud results in invalid clicks (i.e., those clicks which had a zero conversion probability) on sponsored search advertisements which may have adverse impact on advertiser if search engine does not accurately account for such invalid clicks and consequently advertiser has to pay for such fraudulent
clicks. Increasing concerns related to click fraud and its potential adverse impact on the sponsored search markets have generated a significant interest among the research community to investigate the click fraud phenomenon. However, the research on sponsored search advertising and click frauds is still in a nascent stage.

The current literature on click-fraud can primarily be categorized into three research streams – journalistic, detective, and preventive (Midha 2008). The journalistic stream of research focuses on investigating click frauds and providing how-to guides for safeguarding businesses from click frauds (Eroshenko and Bloch 2004; Jansen 2007; Mahdian and Tomak 2007). Most of the publications advise taking precautionary steps including limiting daily spending, putting frequency cap on clicks, measuring depth of visits, recording visitors per IP address and paid clicks per IP, setting filters by country, performing log analysis, and displaying warning messages to frequent clickers (Eroshenko and Bloch 2004).

The detective stream of research focuses on developing machine learning algorithm based techniques to improve detection of fraudulent clicks in the data. Metwally et al (2005) developed a data mining technique based on Bloom Filters to detect fraudulent clicks in click data collected by the pay-per-click (PPC) program providers. They also developed another algorithm for detecting coalition click frauds, where affiliates generating fraudulent clicks share their resources in order to generate increased traffic from different IP addresses and locations. Immorlica et al (2005) showed that some of the common click-through-based algorithms were not resistant to frauds and proposed a new click-based rank-by-revenue mechanism to overcome it.

The preventive stream of research attempts to prevent click fraud by devising new payment models for online advertising. This stream aims to reduce click fraud by lowering the associated incentives. For example, Goodman (2005) proposed selling advertisers a particular percentage of all impressions rather than user clicks. Some researchers have suggested using pay-per-conversion models to alleviate click fraud problem. Mahdian and Tomak (2007) also proposed a similar pay-per-action (PPA) model where payments are related to ‘actions’ such as sales, phone calls, or online orders. This model includes pay-per-conversion along with online user behavior, such as phone-calls etc, reported by advertisers.

Clearly, most of the previous research has focused on either detecting click frauds after it has happened, or preventing click frauds from happening. Recently, researchers have started to examine the consumers’ trust in sponsored search results and its impact on consumer behavior (Jansen and Resnick 2005, Midha 2008). However, limited research has taken a trust perspective and examined the trust issues related to search intermediary in the context of sponsored search. While online trust has been examined in number of prior studies (Ba and Pavlou, 2002; McKnight et al., 2002a, Pavlou et al., 2003; Gefen et al., 2003), it has not been studied in context of click fraud. Trust has been shown to be a critical element for facilitating economic dealings in markets, especially electronic markets. Trust can serve as a catalyst that minimizes information asymmetry and transaction-based risks between economic agents (Ba and Pavlou 2002; Pavlou and Gefen 2004). Recently, McKnight et al. (2002a) explained the theoretical nuances attached to trust by identifying its several strands, and developed a ‘web trust model’ that is particularly conducive to understanding the role of trust in e-commerce.

In this study, we try to explore multi-dimensional nature of trust and attempt to understand how click fraud impacts advertisers’ trust in search intermediary such as Google and Yahoo!. In particular, we explore how advertisers’ budget allocation decision depends on their trust in search intermediary’s technical competence to detect fraudulent clicks, integrity and benevolence to report those fraudulent clicks. In the next section, we present theoretical underpinnings for our model to understand the impact of information inconsistency about click fraud on advertiser’s advertisement allocation decision.
3 HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT

In this section, we develop arguments to suggest that click fraud data inconsistency between search engine and another data source would impact the allocation of advertisement budget to a search engine by influencing the trust beliefs in the search engine. We also propose that trusting belief in the other source of data and net return on investment from advertising on the search engine will act as moderating variables. A research model of all the constructs of interest in this study and their proposed relationships is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Conceptual Model](image)

Search engines, acknowledging the presence of click fraud and their inability to prevent it, compensate the advertisers by not charging for the clicks identified by them as fraudulent. However, cognizant of the incentive structure of the search engine, advertisers are skeptical of the click fraud identification algorithms employed by search engines and suspect the credibility of the click fraud percentage data reported by the search engines. Therefore, to minimize the losses due to click fraud, advertisers often rely on their own IT department or a third party firm to track the fraudulent clicks. Given the lack of an industry standard to determine the use of filtering mechanisms and algorithms to identify click fraud, most often the click fraud numbers reported by different sources vary significantly and advertisers are faced with two conflicting reports about click fraud percentages – e.g., one from search engine and other from internal IT department. In situations where the click fraud data inconsistency is unfavorable from the perspective of the advertiser (i.e., the search engine reports lower click fraud percentage as compared to internal IT department report which leads to lower compensation for click fraud to the advertiser), an advertiser faces cognitive dissonance where advertiser has to chose between the belief that search engine is competent and trustworthy and the data reported by internal IT department must be incorrect or the

---

1 We focus on search engine reporting lower invalid clicks for an advertiser (i.e., lower click fraud percentage) vis-à-vis another source of click fraud data obtained by advertiser. Thus the data reported by search engine is unfavorable to the advertiser vis-à-vis other source of data but it does not mean that data reported by search engine is necessarily less accurate than the other data source. Given that the algorithms used by advertising networks to detect invalid clicks are prone to error, algorithms may produce false negatives by identifying invalid clicks as valid, and false positives by identifying valid clicks as invalid. A false negative implies that an advertiser has been unfairly billed for a click that could not lead to a conversion. A false positive, on the other hand, is a valid click that the advertiser has received for free. Similarly, another source of data may also suffer from these errors and may report inaccurately identify clicks ads valid or invalid.
belief that search engine is likely to under report the click fraud due to conflict of interest and cannot be trusted. We argue that it is more likely that an advertiser will chose an explanation that is in advertiser’s self interest and thus will attribute the lower click fraud percentage reported by the search engine to search engine’s conflict of interest. As a result, unfavorable inconsistency in the click fraud numbers will lead an advertiser to suspect that search engines is not competent, benevolent and lacks integrity. Formally, we posit:

**H1:** Larger (unfavorable) inconsistency between the click fraud data reported by a search engine and advertiser's own IT department will be associated with lower perceived trust in the search engine.

Further, advertisers who strongly believe in the capability of their IT department are more likely to consider the data reported by internal click tracking system as reliable. Thus, it would be easier for them to rationalize that the click fraud data reported by search engine is not correct. Given stronger belief in the inaccuracy of the number reported by search engine, advertisers are more likely to resolve their cognitive dissonance by forming belief that search engine must have under reported click fraud percentage intentionally to maximize their profits and therefore cannot be trusted. Therefore, we suggest that belief in the competence of internal IT system will moderate the relationship between inconsistent click fraud data and perceived trust in search engine and posit:

**H2:** Stronger beliefs in the competence of own IT department will strengthen the negative relationship between click fraud data inconsistency and perceived trust in the search engine.

Trust is considered as a critical element of economic dealings, especially in electronic markets. Trust serves as an economic precursor that facilitates transactions of goods and services by minimizing information asymmetry and transaction-based risks between economic agents (Ba and Pavlou 2002; Pavlou and Gefen 2004). In the context of sponsored search advertising, among other risks, an advertiser faces the risk that the advertisements are being clicked by non-intended audience (i.e., who are not prospective consumers). Such clicks increase the cost of the advertiser without increasing the probability of sales. Advertisers can minimize this risk by using more focused and target keywords and varying their advertisements’ position on the sponsored search listing. They, however, still face the risk of being charged for the fraudulent clicks on targeted advertisements. Trust in the search engine’s ability and willingness to accurately track fraudulent clicks and compensate the advertiser for the payments made for such invalid clicks would lower the risk of wasteful advertisement expenditure and thus would encourage more advertisement budget allocated to the search engine which is considered more trustworthy. Therefore, we posit:

**H3:** Higher perceived trust in search engine will be associated with larger advertisement budget allocation to the search engine.

As a rational being, the advertiser should try to maximize the net return on investment (ROI)\(^2\) after taking into account the click fraud compensation. Therefore, the decision to allocate advertising budget to a search engine should depend on the net ROI. Formally, we hypothesize:

\(^2\) ROI accounts for the involved switching costs and any other intangible factors such as satisfaction and performance.
H4: Higher return on investment (ROI) - after deducting click fraud compensation given by search engine - will be associated with larger advertisement budget allocation to the search engine.

In fact, based on the economic theory and assumption of rationality, the advertiser should not be influenced by the inconsistency in the click fraud data reported by search engine and another source as long as the net return on investment (ROI) after click fraud compensation is higher than the next best alternative available to the advertiser. Kitts et al. (2006) also state that “If an advertiser is rational, its bid price for clicks should track the actual conversion value of the click. If there is a sudden influx of fraud (for instance, 1/G clicks are now valid), the rational response will be for advertisers to drop their bid prices by the same factor (1/G). The result is that there is no change in search engine fees, advertiser acquisitions or cost per-acquisition”. However, we argue that given the reports in media about prevalence of click fraud and under reporting by search engines combined with the conflict of interest of search engine, advertisers may rely on their trust beliefs, especially if the net return is low. Therefore, we posit:

H5: Higher return on investment (ROI) - after deducting click fraud compensation given by search engine - will negatively moderate the relationship between perceived trust in search engine and advertisement budget allocation to the search engine.

4  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

We propose a field experiment for this research. Specifically, we intend to invite MBA students to visit our experimental website to fill out a survey about click fraud information and advertising decisions. A 2 X 2 X 2 experimental design will be used to study the effect of click fraud information on trust and its subsequent effect on advertising decisions of sponsored search advertisers. The experiment will employ a scenario of a fictitious company which advertises through sponsored search on two different search engines. It must be noted that the search engines will be generically labeled as Search Engine A and Search Engine B to control for the confounding effects of search engine’s reputation or advertiser’s familiarity with the search engine on trust. In this study, we propose to use click fraud information provided by internal IT department of the fictitious company as a way to assess under reporting of click fraud numbers. In future, we intend to use click fraud information provided by independent click fraud tracking companies as a way to assess under reporting of click fraud numbers by the search engines.

We propose to create two scenarios of the company, one which indicates high competence level of internal IT department to track click frauds and second which indicates low competence level of internal IT department to track click frauds. In future, we intend to use click fraud information provided by independent click fraud tracking companies as a way to assess under reporting of click fraud numbers by the search engines. The reason for making this distinction between click fraud numbers tracked by internal IT department of an advertiser company and by independent third party companies is that it introduces an element of conflict of interest if numbers from independent companies are used. It is likely that independent click fraud tracking companies would tend to report higher click fraud numbers because their business model is based on over reporting. If these companies report lower numbers than what search engines report, it is unlikely an advertiser is going to see value in retaining their services. From the research model perspective, this requires incorporating a new variable for trusting beliefs about the third party click fraud tracking companies in addition to trusting beliefs about search engine. Therefore, for the purpose of this study, we focus on click fraud tracking by internal IT department of the advertiser company which does not require incorporating trusting beliefs variable. In future, we would consider incorporating the trust variable related to third party click fraud tracking companies. However, the current
study does require incorporating perceptions about the competence level of internal IT department to correctly track the click fraud numbers.

As outlined in the proposed model in Figure 1, the key variables that ultimately impact advertiser’s advertising decision are return on investment, trusting beliefs about the search engine, click fraud data, and competency level of internal IT department of the advertiser’s company. To manipulate click fraud information, difference in click fraud numbers reported by the search engine and that tracked by the internal IT department of the advertiser’s company will be used. This is referred to as inconsistency in click fraud number from the two sources. This inconsistency is unfavorable to advertiser if search engine reports lower click fraud numbers than the internal IT department and favorable to advertiser if search engine reports higher click fraud numbers than the internal IT department. Obviously, favorable inconsistency will not negatively affect advertiser’s trust and therefore, is not likely to provide any meaningful insights. Therefore, favorable inconsistency is being excluded from consideration in this study at this stage. Since, we propose to manipulate click fraud information through extent of unfavorable inconsistency between fraudulent clicks reported by a search engine and those reported by internal IT department of the advertising company, we intend to use two levels for unfavorable inconsistency (high and low).

The perceived competency level of the internal IT department of the company in tracking click frauds is proposed to be manipulated using two levels, high and low. For return on investment, we propose to use two levels of return on investment (ROI) but this variable will be manipulated for within subject variance and not for across subjects. This means that every subject will be exposed to both levels of ROI (high and low). Therefore, the proposed experimental design is 2 x 2 x 2 design with two levels for perceived competency of internal IT department of the advertiser’s company, two levels for unfavorable inconsistency, and two levels for ROI.

For operationalizing trusting beliefs about the search engine, it is proposed to use two search engines in the experiment labeled as search engine A and search engine B. The use of two search engines will allow us to observe the shift in advertising dollars from one search engine to another in light of trusting beliefs, click fraud information (negative inconsistency and absolute value of fraudulent clicks from both search engines), and competency of internal IT department. We intend to measure trusting beliefs using three dimensions of competence, integrity, and benevolence (McKnight et al 2002). The subjects will be asked to indicate their perception about the trust in search engines A and B.

We intend to recruit MBA students as subjects for this study. The proposed experimental design requires at least 150 subjects for meaningful analysis of data. Currently, we have developed the fictitious company scenario and the instrument for measuring trust beliefs. We are in the process of conducting a pilot test. The research instrument and the company scenario are available upon request.

5 EXPECTED CONTRIBUTIONS AND NEXT STEPS

The issue of click fraud is important for sponsored search advertisers. Considering the lack of transparency in reporting of click fraud numbers by search engines, the advertisers have to rely on numbers from other sources in order to protect their interests. While the issue of click fraud has been the focus of some studies in the literature (Eroshenko and Bloch 2004; Jansen 2007; Mahdian and Tomak 2007, Jansen and Resnick 2005, Midha 2008) but its effect on advertisers’ trust and their advertising decisions has not been analyzed. From this standpoint, this study is one the first to develop a trust model that analyzes impact of click fraud information on advertisers’ decision to advertise with a particular search engine. It is expected that the findings of this study will underline the extent of rationality in advertisers’ decision to modify their advertising decision with respect to a search engine in light of click fraud information and their trust beliefs. For a rational advertiser, return on investment from sponsored
search advertising should determine the advertising decision. However, this study aims to highlight that trusting beliefs also tend to play a significant role in determining advertising decision in addition to return on investment. The findings of this study are likely to be important for search engines to understand how they can work toward building the trust of advertisers. As a next step of this study, we plan to conduct the proposed experiment over the summer and early fall of 2009. The analysis results will be available for presentation at the conference in fall.
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